
Application of Text Analysis to Quality Control 
of Human Resources Documents 

Management of the job description set is an important Human Resources function. Job descriptions 
factor into the selection of new hires, compensation setting, career planning, and perceptions of 
internal, external, and peer equity among the workforce. Clear differentiability is one of the 
hallmarks of a good job description set. Yet recruiting is challenged by over-specification, and 
hiring managers demand flexibility and adaptability. These conflicting pressures and the sheer 
number of descriptions necessary to support the business needs of mid-size or larger firms can lead 
to vagueness and substantial job duty overlaps, underscoring the necessity of job description set 
quality control.  Text analysis procedures enable automated parsing of job descriptions and 
processing to represent the placement of jobs within the description set's job concept space. 
Bootstrapping on this concept space essentially produces randomly designed jobs within the space. 
The estimated job-to-job distance distribution may then be used to set a minimum acceptable 
distance criterion to flag real job pairs for closer examination and potential revision. 

Introduction 

Given the widely held perception that the practice of human resources is necessarily subjective and 
somewhat arbitrary1, 2, the reasonable reader might wonder if intensive quality control efforts are 

worth the effort: perhaps in matters involving human beings a certain measure of imprecision is 
unavoidable.  But the stakes attached to HR practices tend to be exceptionally high in comparison 
with many of the decisions undertaken by management.  Among Fortune 500 companies, the cost 
of labor typically amounts to nearly 70% of total costs, or approximately seven trillion dollars per 
annum3.  For this reason, errors or inefficiencies in workforce design, hiring practices or 

management of the workforce may have significant financial impacts.  The organization’s job 
description set has substantial leverage in all of these endeavors.   

Provisions protecting “equal pay for equal work” have been incorporated into U.S. federal law since 
the 1960s4, 5.  Notably, the Equal Pay Act of 1963 requires equal pay for similar jobs within the 
same establishment, based on job content: differential treatment based on job title is unacceptable6.  
The recent enactment of the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 20097 has elevated the potential 

financial liabilities placed on firms that engage in unfair compensation practices.  Under this act, 
compensation may be sought for historical inequitable pay practices over any length of time, 
provided the results of past decisions continue to impact personnel8.    
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Substantial reputation and legal risks also apply to corporations and their executive leaders in 
association with suboptimal personnel management practices.  An overwhelming majority of the 
world’s largest corporations have made public pledges to conduct operations in an ethical manner9.  

Having made such statements, subsequent failures in corporate governance may have magnified 
public relations repercussions.  Moreover, recent trends in executive oversight have tended toward 
holding leaders accountable regardless of their awareness of or involvement in illegal or unethical 
activities pursued by their organizations, if in the hindsight of government regulators or a court of 
law it is determined that the leader should have known10.   

Consequently, for financial, legal, and ethical reasons, corporate leaders have powerful motivations 
to ensure that their firm’s workforce is properly aligned with organizational needs, managed 
effectively, and treated equitably.  In keeping with these motivations, they have a responsibility to 
ensure that distinctions made among their firm’s job description set serve business needs, and that 
the document set does not accumulate distinctions absent relevant differences.  The primary 
purpose of this paper is to explore a statistically guided and semi-automated method for achieving 
these objectives. 

The Role of Human Resources 

The human resources (HR) function within an organization holds the responsibility for building and 
maintaining the job description set (JDS), although typically this is performed in collaboration with 
the management team.  The JDS sits at the nexus of many operational decisions.  Job postings are 
generally designed to match specific job descriptions.  Compensation ranges are set by comparing 
the statements of knowledge, skills, abilities, and responsibilities for a job description with broad-
based external survey data for the job or group of jobs deemed appropriate by compensation 
analysts11.  Personnel performance reviews often reference facets of the incumbent’s job 

description.  Financial projections for operations, internal expansions, or external contracts 
typically account for personnel by job title (and implicitly, description) and market-based salary 
targets.   

While important, an organization’s JDS also tends to be dynamic, responding directly or indirectly 
to a variety of driving forces.  These include the developmental stage of the firm, shifts in 
technology, adjustments to salary survey comparable jobs, hiring flexibility needs, etc.  In addition, 
specific management team demands – e.g., for simplification, increased parsing to address 
subspecialties, changes to hiring requirements, additions to accommodate new business objectives – 
may also impact the job description count and concepts embodied within the JDS document 
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corpus.  The JDS thus undergoes continual evolution as it expands, contracts, and changes in 
adaptation to perceived needs. 

Three Faces of Equity 

Whether explicit or implicit, most organizations make a commitment to equitable treatment of 
employees.  The centrality of the JDS to compensation and reward makes it important to 
discussions and decision making in regard to equity.  In the context of compensation and rewards, 
equity has three faces: External, Internal, and Peer.  Salary surveys are used to establish market-
based compensation as the firm strives for external equity.  Adjustments for internal equity may be 
made in recognition of differences in how the firm values various jobs relative to the survey firms12.  

Peer equity, also known as “equal pay for equal work,” is the only aspect of equity substantially 
protected by law4-8, 12.   

The pivotal role of compensation analysts – a subspecialty among HR professionals – must not be 
overlooked.  Their seemingly straightforward task of matching job descriptions and survey data is 
both problematic and complex.  Salary survey organizations collate data from many firms into bins 
representing generalized jobs.  The compensation analyst infers a market-representative salary for a 
real position from one or more of these abstracted jobs.  A notional similarity standard of 70%*  is 
typically considered acceptable for using only one survey job11, a determination that may be made 

using a combination of both explicit data and implicit expertise.   

Compensation analysis is thus a complex mixture of judgment and accounting, akin to real estate 
appraisal.  Findings for a given position may differ among qualified compensation analysts due to 
differences in tacit knowledge applied in constructing a match between the position and survey 
jobs.  Moreover, compensation analysts may not be fully aware of the basis behind their assessments 
given the tendency of the human mind to automatically fill in missing information13.   

Such inconsistencies do not directly impact peer equity: the fundamental tenets are satisfied as long 
as personnel performing the same job have the same expectations of reward.  But if two or more 
jobs become operationally confounded due to the lack of explicit differentiators or a lack of 
management discipline in assigning job duties, the jobs may be challenged as equivalent.  Peer 
equity is not satisfied when equivalent positions offer divergent rewards, and resolution may be 

                                                  

* The 70% standard should not be taken to imply a mathematical construct.  Rather, it may be interpreted as a notional subjective view of 70%, 

perhaps best construed as ‘a substantial preponderance’. 
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especially problematic and costly if protected minorities have been preferentially placed in the less 
compensated position(s). 

A key purpose for the JDS is to enable the firm to treat peers – employees working the same job – 
in an equitable fashion.  Adherence to this principle may be challenging if the JDS is not properly 
maintained.  As with any taxonomy, the value of the JDS is compromised when the embodied 
categories become conflated to the extent that weak conceptual distinctions render classification 
unreliable.  Absent sufficient explicit information, compensation analysts must rely more heavily on 
implicit expertise.  In this circumstance perceptions of inequity may arise among the employees, 
especially if the conflated job descriptions are tied to differing salary ranges or perceptions of 
opportunity within the firm.   

Objectives 

The purpose of this brief study is to explore the potential of an analytical method for improving 
JDS quality control, thereby mitigating some of the risks associated with inconsistencies and job 
conflation.  Job descriptions consist largely of unstructured text.  Maintenance of the JDS thus 
demands attention to the differentiability of unstructured text content.  The quality of a small JDS, 
or job description corpus, may readily be managed directly by HR professionals (i.e., subject matter 
experts).   The increasing challenge to the human mind in dynamically managing a large and diverse 
JDS, however, indicates an opportunity to augment human reasoning by leveraging text analysis 
tools. 

In this exploration, a representative JDS is evaluated using text analysis and compared with a 
relevant standard.  Pairs of jobs deemed conceptually similar based on this analysis of the explicit 
job description text are examined and one or both descriptions may be updated to enhance 
differentiation.  The process may be repeated in the typical manner of continuous improvement 
efforts, where absent an absolute standard an organization may nevertheless strive to improve a key 
metric over time. 

A further objective of this effort is to explore the capabilities of the newly developed Text Explorer 
analysis platform that will be released in JMP version 13.  Text Explorer directly supports 
stemming and multiple-word term generation, as well as singular value decomposition and rotation 
to form term topics with heuristic value.  As with other JMP platforms, execution of Text Explorer 
may be scripted for repetitive analysis and optimization.  Execution of these steps produces a 
document-topic matrix comprising topic vectors representing the linkage between each document 
and a given topic.  In effect, the topic vectors define the range of occupancy of the JDS within a job 
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design concept space (DCS) of dimensionality N= topic count.  Differentiability of job description 
pairs occupying this space depends on the conceptual distance between them, which may be 
calculated in N-space for all document pairs using their respective topic vector values. 

The foregoing ideas are next developed in stages as follows: 

 Establishment of Objective Criteria – Contextually based standards are developed for assessing 
JDS differentiability and flagging exceptionally similar job pairs 

 Analysis – The basic text analysis and post-processing steps are outlined, including data 
acquisition to JMP and selection of an appropriate term weighting method 

 Evaluation Process – The scripted analytical process flows used for evaluating the JDS are 
presented graphically and with greater specificity 

 Demonstrations – Illustrative examples of key concepts: impacts of adding poorly differentiated 
jobs, adjustment of the JDS to improve job family differentiation, and adjustments to improve 
general differentiability of the JDS 

 Concluding Remarks – Summarization of findings and pathways for further development 

Establishment of Objective Criteria 

A designed taxonomy is intended to provide meaningful differentiation of fundamental units (i.e., 
taxa, or in this context, documents).  It follows then that a well-designed JDS will tend to be better 
differentiated than a JDS developed without any consideration of differentiability.  A randomly 
designed JDS developed within the same design concept space (DCS) and with the same conceptual 
weightings offers a conservative reference frame, in that it is not designed with intent to 
differentiate, nor does it extend the conceptual space beyond the explicitly relevant content 
embodied in the real JDS.   

A randomly designed JDS as described above would be laborious to construct, and challenging to 
achieve without introducing additional author bias or conceptual content.   The resulting job-pair 
squared distance distribution may be estimated, however, by applying a bootstrapping approach to 
the topic vectors produced from the real JDS to generate the representation of large numbers of 
virtual jobs in a virtual document-topic matrix.  The squared distance matrix for the virtual job 
pairs may thus be calculated without the effort of reverse-engineering the matching unstructured 
text documents.   

Notably, the virtual random JDS will comprise many conceptual combinations reflective of job 
descriptions that might, if actually written, have no utility to the business of the organization.  The 
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implication, again, is that the virtual random JDS is expected to embody greater entropy than a real 
JDS designed to represent the workforce necessary for conducting the specific activities of the firm. 

Two quality metrics are introduced in this analysis, both based on the above arguments.  The first is 
a test of the entire JDS, to assess whether its design is differentiating.  The second highlights 
marginally separated job pairs as job descriptions are incrementally added to the corpus.  The 
detection criterion is set in accordance with Shewhart’s economical limits reasoning, although a 
Shewhart-style control chart is not produced.  It should be noted that the primary motivation of 
Shewhart’s approach is to address process instabilities, and the main support for his detection 
criteria is that they have been found to be empirically useful in a wide variety of process 
management contexts. 

 A version of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is used to assess whether the real JDS exhibits 
evidence of design to differentiate among the embodied job descriptions.   The two-sample KS test 
indicates whether the samples could have been drawn from the same distribution, regardless of 
whether the form(s) of the underlying distributions are known.  In this case the job-pair squared 
distance distribution of the real JDS is compared with that of the random virtual JDS.  Clearly, at 
an acceptable p-level, a designed JDS should be distinguishable from the corresponding random 
JDS. 

Consider the exceedingly simplistic example of an organization with seven job descriptions that are 
differentiated by only two conceptual themes (topic vectors), depicted in Figure 1.  As shown in 
part (a), the seven descriptions are distributed in an angularly dithered (slightly uneven) fashion 
across a tilted elliptical region, indicating a slight correlation between the thematic dimensions 
among these positions.  The distribution of squared Euclidean distances between these points may 
be directly calculated for all possible pairings (21 unique pairs) as illustrated in part (b).   

The squared distance distribution for the random virtual JDS may be estimated by generating a 
large number of virtual positions produced by separately sampling (with replacement) the concept 
values in each dimension shown in Figure 1 above.  The corresponding cumulative distribution 
functions (CDFs) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) two-sample one-sided test results are shown in 
Figure 2.  The KS D- statistic is simply the maximum cumulative probability difference between 
the two samples where the first sample (the real distribution) is below the second sample.  In this 
case significance below the p=0.05 level is indicated, implying that the real squared distance 
distribution is significantly better separated than the random virtual JDS.  The KS D+ statistic is the 
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maximum cumulative probability difference where the second sample (the virtual squared distance 
distribution) is below the first sample.  In this case the D+ statistic is not significant. 

a)    b) 

Figure 1:  Job description positioning in a two-dimensional design concept space.  a) Dithered 
elliptical placement.  b) Conceptual distances between descriptions. 

Some refinements may be made to the application of the KS test in keeping with the problem at 
hand.  Given that differentiating among conceptually similar (close) job pairs is of primary concern, 
whereas the differences between conceptually divergent job pairs are easy to discern, the focus of 
the KS test may be shifted to the lower portion of each distribution sample, below their respective 
medians.  The one-sided version of the test may still be used.  If the real job-pair squared distance 
distribution is found to exhibit superior separation over a sufficient portion of the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF), interpreted as significance in D-, then it may be said to meet the 
criterion of differentiating design, provided that the opposing one-sided test (D+) does not also 
indicate inferior separation within another portion of the CDF.  In words, the JDS should be 
reliably differentiating, which is deemed improbable if it is reliably confounding. 

Incremental development of the JDS should not confound it by crowding the DCS with very similar 
job descriptions.  In order for the JDS to remain differentiated, new content must either occupy a 
relatively unused portion of the DCS, or it must bring additional conceptual dimensions to the JDS, 
thereby expanding the available conceptual space within the DCS and enabling separation.  
Development of the JDS over time may be conceived as a series of individual incremental additions 
(or eliminations) without a known end, i.e., as a process that may be continually evaluated and 
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adjusted to maintain performance within acceptable bounds over time.  Those bounds may be set 
by stipulation of an appropriate p-level for the KS test as described above, with reevaluation after 
each increment. 

 

 

Figure 2:  Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for two-dimensional example of Figure 1. 

D‐ = 0.326 

D+ = 0.025 
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Analysis 

Excepting the initial text format conversion, the analysis described here was performed using a JMP 
Scripting Language (JSL) script to ensure consistency and to provide a record of the analytic 
process. 

Construction of the Data Set 

Given the proprietary stance most firms take toward the details of their HR systems, for 
demonstration purposes an example job description set was assembled to represent a notional 
hospital system (hereafter, NHS).  The NHS was not modeled after any specific organization; 
however, the NHS JDS is intended to represent the diversity of employees necessary to operate and 
manage a regional medical care system comprising several hospitals, surgical centers, rehabilitation 
facilities, diagnostic laboratories, cafeterias, parking facilities, etc.  Most of the job descriptions in 
the NHS JDS were taken from a generalized job description set purchased for research purposes 
from HR Knowledge Base14.   The remaining 21 job descriptions describing medical doctors by 
specialty were assembled from information provided by Healthcare Salary World15.  The complete 

NHS JDS comprises 250 job descriptions for a wide variety of positions spanning several domains of 
expertise. 

Examination of salary differentials among conflated jobs is one of the objectives of analysis.  
Therefore, a mechanism for setting the salary targets of NHS positions was needed.  The HR 
function within a sizeable organization typically develops salary targets and allowable ranges in 
reference to proprietary salary surveys of a group of designated peer institutions.  These surveys 
provide a basis of information more suitable to the organization’s specific industry and context than 
aggregate national averages.  For demonstration purposes, however, publicly available data 
provided by the Bureau of Labor Standards (BLS) were used16. 

The BLS conducts regular salary surveys and reports national and local results in relation to job 
categories within the BLS’s Standard Occupation Classification (SOC) system.  The SOC 
framework comprises a hierarchical taxonomy of six digit codes.  The first two digits (“major 
group”) represent a level of aggregation roughly corresponding to the job family concept often used 
by HR professionals. For example, Educators fall under category major group 25-0000, Educators 
in the K-12 system fall under category code 25-2000, “Preschool and Kindergarten Teachers” are 
under subcategory code 25-2010, and “Kindergarten Teacher” is code 25-2012.   

Each job description within the NHS JDS was matched by inspection to its corresponding SOC 
code and associated salary and prevalence data.  For purposes of the analysis described below, the 
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salary target for each position is taken to be the national average reported by BLS for the 
corresponding SOC code.  The emphasis of expertise within the NHS JDS is given by SOC major 
group code in Table I. 

Table I.  SOC Major Group Prevalence in the NHS JDS. 

Major Group Description N 
11 Management Occupations 32 
13 Business and Financial Operations Occupations 24 
15 Computer and Mathematical Occupations 7 
17 Architecture and Engineering Occupations 1 
19 Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations 9 
21 Community and Social Service Occupations 5 
23 Legal Occupations 2 
25 Education, Training, and Library Occupations 1 
27 Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations 5 
29 Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations 97 
31 Healthcare Support Occupations 9 
33 Protective Service Occupations 1 
35 Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations 11 
37 Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations 6 
43 Office and Administrative Support Occupations 31 
49 Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations 3 
51 Production Occupations 4 
53 Transportation and Material Moving Occupations 2 

 

Text Acquisition to JMP 

The job descriptions within the NHS JDS sourced from HR Knowledge Base were provided in rich 
text format, whereas JMP’s Text Explorer platform is designed to operate on plain text data within 
a JMP data table.  RTF conversion to plain text was accomplished by applying the Doxillion 
document format converter (Version 2.10, produced by NCH Software) to the corpus.  The 
resulting plain text documents were acquired into a JMP data table by use of a simple JSL script 
comprising a for-loop around JMP’s Load Text File command.  Repetitive headers and other non-
differentiating “boilerplate” document contents were removed using Character functions so that the 
reassembled data provided to the Text Explorer platform comprised only the job differentiating 
text from each description in the NHS JDS. 

Utilization of the Text Explorer Platform 

The Text Explorer (TE) platform (JMP Pro 13.0.0, 64-bit, Early Adopter Edition 7) was called 
from script with instruction to “Stem for Combining” so that root words and various phrases 
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comprising variations on root words would be treated in common according to their underlying 
structures.  The complete Phrase list of approximately 3600 phrases produced by the platform was 
moved to the Term list.  

Next, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) was executed, performing singular value decomposition 
(SVD) of the term-document frequency matrix.  As noted by Albright17, the SVD may be 

represented concisely as: 

 TA U V     

Where A  is the term-document frequency matrix (a sparse matrix), U  comprises the left singular 
vectors,  comprises the diagonal matrix of singular values, and V comprises the right singular 
vectors of A .  Text Explorer’s LSA option was called with instruction to include up to 100000 
Terms, Minimum Term Frequency of 2, and to produce up to 250 Singular Vectors.   

Rotation of the SVD matrices to form Topic Vectors produces an N-dimensional orthogonal 
conceptual space on unifying themes that are often more readily interpretable by human readers.  
Text Explorer’s Topic Analysis option was executed, producing topic vectors by varimax factor 
rotation, and yielding condensed, rotated versions of the U and V matrices above. 

The transpose of the Topic-Document matrix (i.e., T
rotU ), or Document-Topic matrix, reflects the 

measure of each document within the JDS along the Topic Vector axes.  This may be conceived as 
the position of each document within the job description design concept space (DCS) represented 
by the identified topics.  The rotated U matrix ( rotU ) was extracted from the Text Explorer 

report.  JMP’s Distance function was applied to T
rotU  and the upper triangular portion of the 

resulting matrix was used to form a data table comprising all document pairwise squared distances. 

Bootstrapping the Concept Space 

Repeated sampling of each vector of T
rotU  with replacement yields a collection of virtual job 

description representations with similar topical emphasis and dimensionality to the real job 
descriptions.  Many of these randomized job descriptions comprise combinations of skills and 
organizational connections that may not be of value to the organization. Real job description sets, if 
properly designed, tend to embody purposeful subsets of related but distinct jobs, referred to as 
“job families”, with some linkages between the job families as well.  Consequently, a greater degree 
of dispersion may be expected among the virtual job description set as it is designed neither with 
intent to differentiate nor to avoid unproductive, disconnected extremes.   
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Comparison of Real and Virtual Job Pairs 

The real and virtual job-pair separation distributions for the NHS JDS are compared in Figure 3, 
normalized to the virtual maximum.  The non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that 
they have been drawn from different source distributions at the p <0.0001 level.  Excepting a small 
measure of confounding near zero, the more closely related real job-pairs exhibit greater separation 
than their virtual counterparts, and at the other extreme, the most distantly related real job-pairs 
are much closer than the most distinct virtual job-pairs. 

Although the more modest separation within the highest percentiles of the real job-pair distribution 
is indicative of a conceptually connected JDS structure, the lowest percentiles are more interesting 
from a risk-mitigation standpoint in relation to differentiability of similar jobs.  The optimal 
percentile range for assessing risk is unclear; however, the typical (median) real job-pair is expected 
to exhibit equal or better separation than the typical virtual job-pair.  The supra-median portion of 
the distribution has no bearing on the challenge of differentiability.  Selection of the median as the 
upper limit of interest is conservative in that all relevant content is retained. 

 

Figure 3: Cumulative density functions of real and virtual job-pair separation distributions. 

The real and virtual job-pair distributions are compared at the median and below in Figure 4.  
These sub-median distribution samples may also be evaluated using the KS test: a defined subset of 
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a distribution is also a distribution.  Moreover, given the expected behavior of a properly designed 
JDS, a one-sided test may be used.  The real job pair distribution is expected to exhibit greater 
separation over this range.  Therefore, comparing the real to the virtual samples the KS D  
statistic must demonstrate significance at the desired p-value, indicating that the real distribution 
differs from the virtual distribution and exhibits greater separation.  Significance in this context is 
interpreted to be representative of effective JDS design.  Moreover, the counterpart one-sided D

statistic must not demonstrate significance at that same p-level.  If it does, then the interpretation is 
conflicted and moot. 

In addition to tests of the complete JDS relative to its random virtual counterpart, there is a need 
for a reasonable threshold for job-pair evaluation as new job descriptions are added to the JDS.  In 
the absence of clear theoretical guidance on the choice of threshold, it seems appropriate to 
consider Shewhart’s concept of economic limits.  Practical limits should enable maintenance and 
improvement without generating counterproductively intense monitoring efforts.  For the 
remainder of this analysis KS p-values of 0.001 will be applied, and the real job-pair evaluation 
threshold will be set to the 0.001 quantile of the virtual distribution. 

 

Figure 4: Cumulative submedian density functions of job-pair separation distributions.  Inset 
shows early rise in close real job pairs that leads to non-zero D+ statistic. 
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Selection of Term Weighting Method 

The document-term matrix produced from parsed text represents term occurrence counts by 
document.  In some analyses the matrix is used in its raw form (the Frequency term weighting 
method), but several other weighting schemes may be applied.  The impact of four popular 
document-term matrix weighting schemes on the cumulative submedian real and virtual 
distributions is shown in Figure 5 for the NHS JDS subset of 21 physicians (upper) and for the 
complete NHS JDS (lower).  The impacts of these schemes on sub-threshold job-pair counts are 
presented for several perturbations of the NHS JDS in Figure 6. Five perturbations were analyzed: 
the full corpus, and the full corpus less all job descriptions in each of SOC major group codes 13, 
19, 35, and 43, respectively.  Notably, the TF IDF weighting failed to produce a usable SVD in the 
case where major group 35 was omitted. 

The term-frequency inverse document frequency (TF IDF) weighting method is often favored in 
text analysis applications, and it is the default method in the Text Explorer platform.  But for these 
job description data it yields poor differentiation.  This outcome may be rationalized by considering 
the purpose behind the method.  The TF IDF is preferable when the purpose of analysis is to 
identify a relatively small number of documents featuring rare terms or phrases in common.  
Placing term-containing document incidence in the denominator amplifies the importance of rarely 
used terms while diminishing the importance of common linkages as might be found, e.g., among 
members of the same job family.  The approach makes sense when searching for a few documents 
featuring key concepts among a large corpus, the remainder of which are of no interest to the 
purpose at hand.  But for a set of job descriptions, all of the documents are relevant as they 
comprise mutual context: any single job description exists in the context of the remainder, and the 
entire JDS must be simultaneously differentiable in order to best serve the needs of the 
organization. 

While in the general literature there is often a correlation between term frequency and importance, 
job descriptions are specialized documents.  In many cases term frequency is an artifact of the 
authors’ need to repeat the subject or object in order to compose a document with appropriate 
sentence structure.  Consequently, the Frequency method seems inappropriate in this context.  An 
argument might be made for using the Log Frequency method as a compromise between ignoring 
and exaggerating the relevance of term frequency, but as shown in Figure 6, the results for Log 
Frequency are the least consistent among the methods explored.  The Binary method offers the 
benefits of simplicity and stability, and was chosen for the purposes of the demonstrations below. 
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Figure 5: Term weighting effects on differentiability of job descriptions. 
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Figure 6:  Term weighting effects on normalized sub-threshold job-pairs.  Each datum is 
normalized by the total job pair count available within the active corpus as N(N-1)/2.  

 

Evaluation Process 

Preparation 

The data preparation process is outlined in Figure 7.  The entire NHS JDS of 250 job descriptions is 
converted to plain text format, acquired into a JMP table, and excised of template (“boilerplate”) 
content to produce condensed text comprising only the descriptive content specific to each job.  
The condensed text is parsed using Text Explorer, and reviewed manually.  The Add Stem 
Exception command is used to develop a list of stem exceptions that prevent fusion of subjectively 
different terms constructed from the same base word.  The stemming exception list is then saved to 
a text file.  The singular terms are then reviewed, and the Recode command is used to combine 
them with similar words or groups.  Finally, the recodes list of word pairs is saved to a text file. 
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Figure 7:  Outline of the data preparation process. 

Base Pool Process 

The base pool process is shown at a highly abstract level in Figure 8.  The user activates the data 
processing script, and responds to the interactive windows by designating folders containing the 
base pool and additions pool text files, a folder for storing results tables, images, and document 
files, a JMP data table comprising the crosswalk between the NHS JDS jobs and SOC codes, and 
the text files containing the stemming exceptions and the recodes, respectively.  The script acquires 
the base pool and additions pool text data, processes the data to remove boilerplate, and links each 
JD to the SOC code structure. 

The script activates Text Explorer (TE) to parse the text, inserts the stemming exceptions and 
recodes, and then extracts all of the phrases identified by TE and moves them to the term list.  Any 
stemming exceptions or recodes irrelevant to the current text data are simply ignored by TE.  The 
script commands TE to perform SVD, and then perform Topic Analysis.  The topic vectors are 
extracted and checked for degeneracy by comparing estimated standard deviations.  If a vector is 
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below a threshold fraction (1% was used in the results reported here) of the largest vector it is 
deemed degenerate and Topic Analysis is repeated with a decremented maximum topic count until 
the vectors are sufficiently comparable in magnitude or until the topic count reaches the minimum 
of 15% of the corpus document count. 

 

 

Figure 8: Outline of key steps executed by base pool analysis script. 

The Document Topic vectors are saved, transposed to Topic Document vectors, and used to 
calculate the distances between all job pairs.  The random virtual job pair distance distribution is 
produced by a bootstrapping approach from the Topic Document vectors.  The evaluation 
threshold is calculated from the virtual job pair distance distribution.  Below-threshold real job 
pairs are copied to a warning table for evaluation.  The KS test is performed on the sub-median 
distance data to evaluate the general quality of the base pool JDS, and the results are saved. 
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Additions Pool Process 

The above steps are repeated starting from the use of TE to parse text, checking all JDs in the 
additions pool separately.  The JD that yields the best separation (KS D-)  is then added to the base 
pool.  The steps are repeated on the remaining additions pool JDs incrementally, until all JDs have 
been moved to the base pool.  The two-sample KS test results and CDF graphs are saved for each 
successive increment as the process is executed to enable user assessment of the JDS and of the 
more problematic additions. 

Demonstrations 

Sequential Addition of Related Jobs 

Notably, between the physician subset and the complete NHS JDS corpus there is an obvious and 
substantial reduction in the differentiability as indicated by the reduction in area between the 
normalized virtual and real job-pair distance distributions shown in Figure 5.   This observation is 
also evident in the KS D- value: 0.503 for the physician subset vs. 0.331 for the complete NHS JDS 
corpus.  While the differentiability exceeds the p = 0.001 requirement in either case, the 
difference demonstrates the impact of adding several groupings of highly related and weakly 
differentiated job descriptions to the pool. A more concise illustration of this diminishing 
differentiability effect is shown in Figure 9, depicting the impact of sequential addition of 21 
physician job descriptions to the otherwise complete NHS JDS corpus.   

Initially in Figure 9, an increase in the KS D- is observed from 0.297 for the corpus less the 
physician job descriptions.  But as more positions are added a downward trend becomes evident.  
Expansion to include a new field adds dimensionality to the design concept space (DCS) of the 
active corpus.  But with each successive addition of another position within that field there is a 
tendency to reuse prior concepts while adding relatively little new conceptual content to the DCS.   

The practical ramifications of this phenomenon may be substantial.  Often in HR practice there are 
pressures to increase the number of positions within a job family.  In some cases there are 
legitimate reasons for doing so – e.g., to recognize specialized expertise.  But rapid degradation of 
differentiability may be expected when distinctions are made absent explicitly documented 
differences in job content. 
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Figure 9:  Differentiability impact of adding several related jobs to the corpus. 

As noted above, modest reductions in D- do not render the JDS undifferentiated.  The number of 
sub-threshold job pairs (STJP) is inversely correlated with the magnitude of D- but the correlation 
is not strong.  The correlation between STJP and the magnitude of D+, however, is very strong, as 
shown in Figure 10.  In other words, differentiability of the complete JDS may be assessed by using 
D-, which derives from the large gap between the real and virtual job pair distance distributions, 
but the number of marginally separated job pairs correlates to the much smaller gap within the 
quasi-exponential tails of the real and virtual distributions highlighted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 10:  Sub-threshold job pairs in relation to the KS D+ statistic.  Normalized to job-pair 
count of N(N-1)/2.  

Evaluation of the Complete Corpus 

Evaluation of the entire NHS JDS corpus of 250 job descriptions demonstrates adequate 
differentiability of the corpus on the whole, but 73 job-pairs (relative to the total of 31125) are 
below threshold separation, and these involve 57 of the 250 job descriptions within the JDS.  
Among these, 53 job-pairs exhibit a salary disparity while sharing the same SOC major group code 
(job family surrogate).   
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Revision of 57 job descriptions to incorporate greater explicit differentiating content could be very 
time consuming.  It is important to remember that a small number of highly confounded job 
descriptions can blur distinctions within the JDS, and that this crowding of the DCS will have a 
ripple effect to the differentiation of other related job descriptions.  Consequently, revision of all of 
the initially confounded job descriptions may not be necessary. 

Job Family Prediction Quality 

One approach to identifying the most egregiously confounded jobs is to perform a classification 
analysis using the topic vectors to discriminate job family (SOC major group code).   Application of 
JMP’s Discriminant platform† yields four such misclassified jobs: Orthopedic Assistant, Pharmacy 
Technician, Compliance Director, and Grant Writer, shown in order within Table II.  The nature 
of these misclassifications is presented in Table III. 

Table II.  Misclassified Job Descriptions by Discriminant Analysis of Complete Corpus. 

Row Actual SqDist(Actual) Prob(Actual)  -Log(Prob)   Predicted Prob(Pred) Others 
98 29 126.065 0.0001 9.417 * 31 0.9999  

109 29 84.638 0.4614 0.773 * 31 0.5386  
159 11 131.358 0.4115 0.888 * 13 0.5885  
194 27 90.006 0.0874 2.437 * 13 0.9126  

 

Table III.  Standard Occupation Codes of Misclassified Job Descriptions. 

Job Title  Actual SOC  Code  Predicted SOC  Code 

Orthopedic Assistant  Healthcare Practitioners and 
Technical Occupations 

29 
Healthcare Support 
Occupations 

31 
Pharmacy Technician 

Compliance Director  Management Occupations  11 
Business and Financial 
Operations Occupations 

13 
Grant Writer 

Arts, Design, Entertainment, 
Sports, and Media Occupations 

27 

 

Viewed simplistically, the healthcare occupations in Table III are predicted to be healthcare 
oriented, but in support roles.  Both do in fact support other roles (Orthopedic Surgeon and 
Pharmacist, respectively) and the lines between healthcare practice, technical support, and other 

                                                  

† Linear mode was used with pseudoinverses enabled, applied to 125 topic vectors (covariates) to predict SOC major group code.   
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support are not entirely obvious.  The Compliance Director position does address operational 
matters.  Grant Writers are in the general sense technical writers and must address budgetary 
matters and thus despite the creative aspects of the job may not fit closely with arts and 
entertainment occupations. 

Revision to Improve Job Family Prediction 

Provided each job description has been properly assigned to the appropriate family, the main 
opportunity for improving classification is in revision of the job descriptions to better connect with 
the conceptual themes embodied within the other family jobs.  The Orthopedic Assistant job 
description was augmented with content from an example posted online18.  The Pharmacy 
Technician job description was augmented with specific duties listed in O*NET19, and the Grant 

Writer description was made more explicit by leveraging this author’s personal knowledge of the 
job.   

A review of the BLS SOC 2010 definitions demonstrated that the Compliance Director had been 
improperly assigned to SOC 11-3021, whereas for compliance officers the appropriate code is SOC 
13-1041.  After correcting this error and making the job description adjustments outlined above, 
the classification analysis was repeated.  All four of the above jobs were properly classified; 
however, one error remained as the Janitor job had been classified in major code 31, instead of 
code 37.  Notably, the topic vectors produced from the JDS are not static, because every change to 
the JDS affects the context for all jobs in the corpus, not merely those that were adjusted.  For this 
reason an occasional important shift in the salient characteristics of a job description within altered 

context is not surprising. 

Adjustment of the Janitor job description to repair its connection to SOC major code 37 was 
accomplished by taking advantage of the capability within JMP Scripting Language (JSL) to extract 
specified contents of a report – in this case Text Explorer’s Topic Words tables – and automatically 
save them to a rich text format (RTF) file.  The absolute differences between the topic vectors for 
the Janitor description and the mean values for code 37 were assessed and sorted to find the topics 
of greatest divergence.  The corresponding topic vector contents are presented in Table IV.   

Within Table IV, Topics 56, 32, and 20 exhibit the largest divergence.  All three are positive, 
meaning that increasing the connectivity of the Janitor position to the thematic content shown will 
move the position closer to the centroid of SOC 37 jobs within the NHS JDS.  Three specific 
changes were made to the job description based on observed differences in content, with the 
intention of making the connections of the job to the aforementioned topics more explicit: 
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 Added references to “wastebaskets, “waxes,” and “polishes” 
 Added phrase “such as replacing light bulbs” 
 Added sentence “Must be comfortable using ordinary hand tools to make minor repairs and 

adjustments to building infrastructure and equipment.” 
 

Table IV.  Top Six Thematic Gaps Between SOC 37 and the Janitor Job Description. 

Topic56 (+2.3) 
Term Score 
walk· the employe· 0.15605 
climb or balance 0.13598 
replac· 0.13078 
mechanical part· fumes 0.13029 
hall· 0.13001 
expos· to move· 0.12412 
distanc· vision 0.12026 
equipment polishes 
metalwork 

0.11440 

polishes floor· clean· 0.11440 
sweeps scrubs waxes 0.11440 
rugs carpets upholstered 0.11440 
door· panel· 0.11440 
empti· and clean· 0.11440 
sills empti· wastebaskets 0.11440 
ashtrays transport· trash 0.11440 
dusts furniture 0.11440 
woodwork wash· window· 0.11440 
furniture and draperies 0.11440 

 

Topic32 (+1.8) 
Term Score 
need· 0.13776 
mechanical part· 0.11547 
design 0.11233 
schedul· 0.10940 
follow· duti· personally 0.10864 
expos· to move· 0.10393 
subordin· supervisor· 0.10311 
worker· 0.10242 
steam 0.10184 
designed 0.10109 
plan· develops 0.09961 
fund· 0.09950 
establishment by 
perform· 

0.09887 

fabric· 0.09824 
tool· 0.09781 
review· 0.09764 
exist· 0.09759 
superintendent 0.09727 

 

Topic20 (+1.4) 
Term Score 
equipment 0.1513 
pounds frequent· lift· 0.1373 
direct·  -0.1314 
must regular· lift· 0.1229 
damag· 0.1154 
maintain· 0.1052 
water· 0.1011 
balance and stoop 0.0994 
kneel crouch 0.0993 
prevent· 0.0979 
improv· 0.0977 
remov· 0.0973 
beds 0.0938 
equipment high school· 0.0905 
diploma or general· 0.0905 
educ· degree 0.0905 

 

Topic9 (+1.2) 
Term Score 
hand· and arms  -0.2642 
finger· handl·  -0.2434 
walk· use hand·  -0.2424 
handl· or feel· 0.2203 
hand· to finger· 0.2203 
reach· with hand· 0.1998 
arms the employe· 0.1370 
perform· the follow· 0.1352 
feel· and reach·  -0.1183 
frequent· is requir· 0.1171 
requir· to stand·  -0.1131 
feel· reach·  -0.1112 

 

Topic69 (-0.7) 
Term Score 
substanc· 0.1368 
effect· 0.1360 
determin· 0.1275 
process· 0.1255 
usually moderate  -0.1239 
compound· 0.1224 
drug· 0.1202 
standard· 0.1198 
work· environ·  -0.1160 
maintain· 0.1121 
use· 0.1110 
pharmaceut· 0.1078 
cost· 0.1054 
answer· 0.1019 
medications 0.1017 
issu· 0.1009 
dispens· 0.1001 

 

Topic26 (+0.7) 
Term Score 
month· relat· experience  -0.2432 
experience 0.2335 
college or technical  -0.2304 
year· certif·  -0.2304 
school· or three  -0.2304 
general· educ· degree 0.1624 
high school· diploma 0.1624 
three month· relat· 0.1572 
talk· or hear 0.1097 
records 0.1005 
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The classification analysis was again repeated, resulting in zero classification errors. 

One of the decisions that is often required when adding a position to the job description set is 
determining into which job family the new job will be placed.  The classification analyses above 
point to the potential for automating the preliminary job family assignment.  While substantial 
effort toward improved robustness of job family classification would be advisable (e.g., through K-
fold cross validation and JDS revision to mitigate weakly defined key concepts), the fundamental 
ability of this type of analysis to expose assignment errors was demonstrated for the case of the 
Compliance Director description.   

The method would be straightforward to use.  Once a new description was added to the corpus, 
and the classification analysis was repeated, the human subject matter experts involved (typically, 
HR staff) would face a simple choice: either adopt the suggested job family, or if in their expert 
opinion the suggestion was unacceptable, make explicit adjustments to the job description to more 
accurately and completely reflect the nature of the position.  Regardless of the outcome, this 
approach could facilitate relevant discussions among HR and management while helping to mitigate 
perceptions of HR as an arbitrary function. 

Revision to Increase Job Differentiability 

Another way to improve the quality of the JDS is to make adjustments to job descriptions that are 
highly confounded.  Following adjustment of the JDS to enable accurate job family (SOC major 
group) classification, 87 job pairs encompassing 63 job descriptions were below the separation 
threshold.  Among these, 62 sub-threshold job-pairs with the same SOC major code had disparate 
salaries.  The closest six job pairs within the design concept (or topic vector) space are given in 
Table V.  Several job description adjustments were made in a similar manner to those outlined 
above, primarily using O*NET task descriptions.   

Table V.  Closest Job Pairs Following Classification Optimization. 

Distance Job Title A Job Title B Salary 
Disparity 

Same 
SOC 

10.0 Ophthalmic Technician Orthoptist 1.17 Yes 
10.2 Cafeteria Attendant Counter Supply Worker 1.00 Yes 
15.0 Cytotechnologist Histotechnologist 1.00 Yes 
16.5 Cardiopulmonary Technologist Electromyographic Technician 1.33 Yes 
18.9 Ophthalmic Technician Optometric Assistant 1.00 Yes 
19.4 Optometric Assistant Orthoptist 1.17 Yes 
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Following job description adjustments the analysis was repeated.  The closest six job pairs following 
adjustment are shown in Table VI.  The sub-threshold job-pairs count was reduced to 63, 
encompassing 50 job descriptions.  Only one of the nine adjusted job descriptions – Optometric 
Assistant – was still in the sub-threshold group, and all of the job-pair distances were increased.  A 
total of 41 sub-threshold job-pairs from the same family (SOC) had the same SOC code but 
disparate salaries.  Classification by SOC major code continued to exhibit 100% accuracy.  
Although many sub-threshold job pairs remain, this limited demonstration underscores the 
improvement that can be readily attained simply by increasing the explicit conceptual content of 
the job description set. 

Table VI.  Closest Job Pairs Following Further Job Description Optimization. 

Distance Job Title A Job Title B Salary 
Disparity 

Same 
SOC 

20.1 Hospital Chaplain Corporate Lawyer 2.62 No 
21.4 Chief Cardiopulmonary 

Technologist 
Infection Control Nurse 1.23 Yes 

21.5 Assistant Director of Development Director of Corporate Relations 1.07 Yes 
21.6 Dentist Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon 1.94 Yes 
22.8 Chief Cardiopulmonary 

Technologist 
Chief Dietitian 1.06 Yes 

23.0 Geneticist Microbiologist 1.11 Yes 

 

Concluding Remarks 

An automated analytical approach to repetitive reevaluation of differentiation within a dynamic 
taxonomy founded in descriptive documentation has been demonstrated, applied to the important 
case of an organization’s job description set.  In this context the method may be used to inform 
efforts toward clarification of distinctions between positions in the JDS, or between the subsets of 
related job descriptions known as job families.  The impacts of each addition, deletion, or other 
modification to the differentiability of the JDS may be immediately assessed in terms of both the 
credibility of the JDS as a designed framework, and in regard to the number and nature of 
improvement opportunities in the form of conflated job descriptions.  

As noted above, quality control of the job description set is an imperative with deep ramifications 
to executive leaders, the organizations they serve, and their various stakeholders.  Quality 
management in this context may be sought through various means, but the automated approach 
described in this paper offers clear benefits.  The analytical framework demonstrated above appears 
eminently suitable to continuous improvement efforts.  Incremental impacts are easily visualized, 
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and the reasons for distinctions between jobs are explicitly documented in the course of job 
description set optimization.  

Future development of this approach to JDS quality would benefit from evaluation of several real 
job description sets for sizable organizations covering in aggregate the vast majority of the SOC 
structure.  These efforts will necessitate carefully crafted agreements to protect proprietary 
information, especially in regard to private firms.  Real-world application may be expected to 
expose limitations of the approach and to inspire modifications for robustness. Automation of the 
user interface will enable broader evaluation, testing and use by human resources professionals, and 
will almost certainly clarify further improvement opportunities.   

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National 
Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. SAND NO. 2016-7953C. 
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